Your Partner for
Multilingual Events
Trusted by International Organizations Worldwide
Your Partner in Simultaneous Interpretation
End-to-End Services & Technical Support
Conference Microphone Systems & Video
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Our Story

ENERGETIC AND EXPERIENCED MULTILINGUAL TEAM

Conference Rental is a leading provider of conference microphones, language i

Conference Rental is a turn-key rental service provider for conference and language interpretation
technologies that meet the highest industry standards for digital audio quality.
With an extensive inventory of innovative high-tech event solutions, we can immediately meet client
needs for all event sizes, with an expertise in high-profile international congresses. The Conference
Rental team is made up of skilled and passionate professionals with years of experience in the audio
visual and language services industries.
Conference Rental has an established global presence to deliver successful event solutions
to all corners of the world. We have equipment warehouses and support teams in San
Francisco, Washington DC, New York City, San Diego, Seattle, Paris, and Geneva. A
well-established partner network stretches even further across the world
with a deepening footprint in Latin America and South East Asia.

GLOBAL COVERAGE, LOCAL SUPPORT
Whether your meeting
requires sophisticated simultaneous
interpretation or simple audio
visual communication, we
have the tools and expertise
to make it a reality.
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Services
BY YOUR SIDE

With a myriad of considerations that go into today’s event organization and the need to
integrate sophisticated technologies, having a partner to help navigate through all requirements
is invaluable. We work with our clients at each phase of the project, from conception to event
production, to ensure a smooth and successful delivery:
+ Turn-key

project management

+ Quick

response for quote requests and
remote support

+ Bid

proposals that will help you win projects

+ On-site

professional coordination and
technical support

+ Collaboration
+ Referrals

with other vendors

for qualified conference interpreters

e interpretation solutions, & related services for events worldwide.

References

EXPERTISE YOU CAN TRUST
Our solutions have delivered seamless performance
at multilingual events across the globe, affording our
clients peace of mind and enabling them to deliver
an impactful experience. Our event portfolio includes
corporate seminars, annual meetings of professional
associations, all the way to the most prestigious
global summits for international organizations.

G20 MEXICO SUMMIT
The largest gathering of heads of government, finance
ministers, central bank governors and employment and
labour ministers of the major economies.
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IUCN WORLD CONGRESS:
Government and NGO representatives debated & decided on
key issues concerning climate change and nature conservation.
Over 900 microphones with customized voting capability
for a 10-day multilingual conference.
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Interpreter Console
Our 64-channel interpreter units incorporate
the latest state-of-the-art technology and most
advanced functionalities available to assist
interpreters with their job every step of the way.

+ Direct,
+7

relay, or auto-relay interpretation

incoming channels, 3 outgoing

+ Action

keys: mute, slow, operator, short message,
help, repeat (can play back audio up to 6 seconds)

+ Connect

with iOS or Android devices; team leader can
send short messages to interpreters

+ Connect

to third-party HDMI monitors; selection of
up to 4 video sources can be made on the interpreter unit

Language Interpretation
TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS FOR SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION EQUIPMENT & SERVICES

+ The

latest digital technology.
32-channel digital infrared language
distribution, new generation
interpreter consoles

+ Experience.

We provide equipment
and personnel for the largest and
most complex international events
support. Working with
world renowned interpreters, we
allow them to perform at their best

+ Interpreter

+ Project

management. Conference
technicians to set up, operate and
dismantle interpretation systems
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Interpreter Booths
+ ISO-4043 compliant
+ Working surface, noiseless
ventilation and lighting
+ For 2 or 3 interpreters
+ Table-top booths available

Language Distribution
USER-FRIENDLY RECEIVERS
Digital Infrared Receivers
These reliable and user-friendly receivers, delivered with a pair
of lightweight stereo headphones, offer digital audio quality that
meets the highest industry standards.
+ High-capacity

32 channels

+ Large

LCD display indicates full channel name and number,
signal strength, battery life and volume level

+ Advantages

of infrared: no interference from RF devices,
adjacent meeting rooms without crosstalk, meeting privacy ensured

Portable Interpretation and Tour Guide System
A highly portable solution for whispered
interpreting, or guided tours.
+ Up

to 8 channels of simultaneous operation without interference

+ For

outdoor or indoor use

+ Digital

RF technology: easy to use, with no onsite technician required

OUR EXPERTISE WITH HIGH-PROFILE
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES WILL
BE A KEY DRIVER OF YOUR SUCCESS.

G2O Summit
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Wired Conference System
Adding a conference microphone system to your meeting
encourages orderly participation while ensuring perfect
audio intelligibility for effective conversations.
Call us to learn how push-to-talk microphones can
enhance your next event.
+ Plug and play, daisy-chain connectivity for a quick setup
+ Select

the microphone activation mode and max number
of active microphones

+ Chairman

unit with priority/mute key

+ Microphone

sensitivity and EQ individually adjustable

+ Built-in

loudspeaker and headphone jack for
personal amplification

+ Connect

to a PA, telephone hybrid, or recording device

WIRED SOLUTION FOR ANY SIZED MEETING

Conference Microphone
Discussion System

Microphones with Electronic Voting
+ Multiple forms of voting options
+ Graphic

LCD screen provides
enhanced information display

+ Votes

can be secret ballot or nominative

+ Record

votes and instantly display
results to audience screens
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VOTING OPTIONS

Parliamentary (Yes/No/Abstain)
Polling
Multiple choice
Audience response

Optional:
+ Audio recording
+ Video

tracking

+ Channel

selectors

FLEXIBLE SOLUTION FOR ANY ROOM CONFIGURATION

Wireless Digital
Conference System
Wireless microphones are most used in conference spaces where
there is no place to hide cables (boardroom table, banquet with
round tables, etc.), when there is a limited time to setup, or when
there are mid-day changes in the room configuration needed.
Our wireless conference microphone system is an elegant
solution for quick and flexible setups, to achieve superb audio
performance during meetings.
Wireless Infrared System
+ No interference from RF devices
+ Long
+ No

battery life: 48 hours standby / 10 hours talk time

frequency management

+ Meeting
+ Built-in

privacy ensured

loudspeaker and headphone jack

GUARANTEED
NO INTERFERENCE!
This solution works flawlessly
in RF/Wi-Fi heavy locations
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Video Microphones
This all-in-one solution combines a
traditional conference microphone
system with a high resolution monitor
offering individual display screens to
meeting participants.
+ 10” high resolution personal display
+ Supports

high definition video display
electronic voting, &
interpretation (1 + 63 channels), 2
headphone inserts
+ Built-in nameplate
+ Microphone,

REDEFINE THE STANDARDS FOR MEETING ENVIRONMENTS

Multimedia Video Microphones
Allow for perfect
audio intelligibility,
enhance meeting focus
and interactivity
while solving any
line-of-sight issues
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Video microphones are ideal for professional training and
business seminars, keeping all participants equally focused on
content, and with the possibility to implement electronic voting
to measure retention. Video microphones allow attendees to
overcome line-of-sight issues due to unusual screen positioning
in meeting spaces, making every seat the best seat.
+ Personal

display: The ability to display meeting content on
the unit helps to overcome line of sight issues experienced
in some venues
+ All-in-one: All communication tools available within
hand’s reach
+ User-friendly: Display size and angle offers participants a
comfortable experience and keeps them focused
+ Compatibility: Combine multimedia units with other
discussion mics
+ Standard features: Superior intelligibility, electronic voting,
language interpretation (1 + 63 channels), IC card sign-in

DON’T LET YOUR NEXT MEETING HAVE AN IDENTITY CRISIS!

E Ink Wireless Nameplates
This innovative digital nameplate helps identify attendees at meetings in a
more elegant and efficient way than traditional printed or engraved solutions.
+ Versatile
+E

content display: text/name or drawings/logos, multiple lines

Ink: acclaimed low-consumption technology

+ No

light interference or glare, ideal for photography and video

+ Standalone
+ Display

wireless tabletop solution

dimensions: 310 mm x 60 mm, wide viewing angle

+ Ultrathin

16mm double-sided panel

Wireless E Ink
Electronic Nameplates
bring the ultimate in
innovative
attendee identification

Frequent changes to seating arrangements and attendee names are handled
seamlessly, even while the meeting is in progress. A time-saving solution that
will give your meeting room a professional high-tech look.
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Automatic Video Tracking System
Camera-follow-audio feature allows end users to have a
video recording of their session, display video to large
screens (IMAG), or create a video conferencing session.
The camera follow audio system interconnects with the
conference microphone system allowing PTZ cameras to
automatically focus on the current speaker.
Contact us today to learn how video recording
can benefit your next event.

Record and Broadcast
Quality Video Seamlessly
INTELLIGENT MICROPHONE-TRIGGERED TRACKING
HD video switcher package includes:
most HD PTZ cameras,
including Sony and Panasonic

+ Controls
+ 8x4

HD-SDI Video Matrix

+ Control
+ Image

Protocol RS-422/RS-485

Hold Function: avoids outputting
camera image in motion
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The KUDO Solution
The powerful cloud-based interpretation platform by KUDO
allows participants to view, listen and participate in meetings
in real time, anywhere in the world, in any language.
Live video and multilingual audio stream from the meeting,
allowing users to select which language they want to listen to
from their PC or smartphone.

Use Cases
+ Multilingual video streaming and remote
participation
+ Travel

is not feasible or out of budget

+ Interpreters

location

+ Last

aren’t available at meeting

minute language additions

Live Polling
Q&A
Document Sharing
HD Video Stream
User Management

EXPERIENCE MULTILINGUAL MEETINGS ANYWHERE

Cloud-Based Interpretation
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Let us plan your next successful multilingual event.
www.conferencerental.com | info@conferencerental.com | @ConferenceRent | Toll Free: 1.888.788.7368

Europe

The Americas
San Francisco

+ 1.415.877.4418

Paris

+ 33 (0)1 75 63 05 31

San Diego

+ 1.619.340.0544

Geneva

+ 32 (0)2 215 82 82

Washington DC + 1.202.688.2060
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New York City

+ 1.347.894.5820

Seattle

+ 1.206.971.1632

